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155 votes against 149 for Witos, the former member of the Aus-
trian Reichsrat and of the Galician Diet, and the leader of the
Piast Peasant Party. This was a victory for the Right. The Seym
at the moment had 305 members, and appeared to be about
equally divided, but party lines could not be called rigid.
Later this Seym consisted of 395 members: 241 deputies from
the Congress Kingdom, all elected; 105 from Galicia, of whom
77 were elected and 28 appointed, and 49 from Poznania, of
whom 42 were elected and 7 appointed. According to a decree
of the Chief of the State on February 7, 1919, all Polish deputies
in the German Reichstag were considered deputies in the Seym,
and the same principle was adopted respecting Polish members of
the Austrian Reichsrat. Six months later an election was held in
Poznania; an election was held in Pomerania in 1920. Korfanty
and Sosinski were appointed to represent Upper Silesia. In 1922
Vilna was represented by twenty delegates from the Vilna district.
POLISH PARTYISM
The Seym was composed of many parties and groups, and swung
to this side or that under the influence of political winds and
currents not often gentle; the internal conditions of the country,
as well as the external, were difficult; political experience was
lacking. The party divisions were not novel, and similar group-
ings were to be found in other countries and parliaments: the
Right (Conservative), the Centre (Moderate) and the Left (Radi-
cal) were terms understood throughout Europe in much the same
sense. In the Polish Seym the Right consisted of the National
Democrats, the National Christian Party and the Christian
Socialists; the Centre was made up of the Peasant Party calling
itself Piast, from the name of a founder of Poland whom legend
said was a peasant, and three other parties; the Left included the
Socialists, the National Workers' Party, and the Populists. There
were besides various "Independents," two Communists, and the
National Minorities—a few Jews and a couple of Germans. The
largest party was that of the National Democrats, and they sought
to dominate the Seym. Numbers of deputies were simple peasants,
but they were divided in their politics, some belonging to the

